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ABSTRACT Blockchain technology is found to have its applicability in almost every domain because of

its advantages such as crypto-security, transparency, immutability, decentralized data network. In present

times, a smart healthcare system with a blockchain data network and healthcare 4.0 processes provides

transparency, easy and faster accessibility, security, efficiency, etc. Healthcare 4.0 trends include industry

4.0 processes such as the internet of things (IoT), industrial IoT (IIoT), cognitive computing, artificial

intelligence, cloud computing, fog computing, edge computing, etc. The goal of this work is to design a smart

healthcare system and it is found to be possible through integration and interoperability of Blockchain 3.0 and

Healthcare 4.0 in consideration with healthcare ground-realities. Here, healthcare 4.0 processes used for

data accessibility are targeted to be validated through statistical simulation-optimization methods and

algorithms. The blockchain is implemented in the Ethereum network, and with associated programming

languages, tools, and techniques such as solidity, web3.js, Athena, etc. Further, this work prepares a

comparative and comprehensive survey of state-of-the-art blockchain-based smart healthcare systems. The

comprehensive survey includes methodology, applications, requirements, outcomes, future directions, etc.

A list of groups, organizations, and enterprises are prepared that are working in electronic health records

(EHR), electronic medical records (EMR) or electronic personal records (EPR) mainly, and a comparative

analysis is drawn concerning adopting the blockchain technology in their processes. This work has explored

optimization algorithms applicable to Healthcare 4.0 trends and improves the performance of blockchain-

based decentralized applications for the smart healthcare system. Further, smart contracts and their designs

are prepared for the proposed system to expedite the trust-building and payment systems. This work has

considered simulation and implementation to validate the proposed approach. Simulation results show that

the Gas value required (indicating block size and expenditure) lies within current Etherum network Gas

limits. The proposed system is active because block utilization lies above 80%. Automated smart contract

execution is below 20 seconds. A good number (average 3 per simulation time) is generated in the network

that indicates a health competition. Although there is error observed in simulation and implementation that

lies between 0.55% and 4.24%, these errors are not affecting overall system performance because simulated

and actual (taken in state-of-the-art) data variations are negligible.

INDEX TERMS Block, blockchain 3.0, healthcare 4.0, Industrial IoT (IIoT), Industry 4.0, Internet of Things

(IoT), mining optimization, smart solution, transaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Satashi Nakamoto (a pseudonym) in a white paper intro-

duced a peer to peer version of the network without having

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Srinivas Sampalli .

a central financial institution in between to regulate and

record the transaction. This functionality is replaced by the

concept of a digital signature to ensure no double-spending

problem [1]–[5]. Thus blockchain is a collection of the ledger

in the form of a diary which is ‘‘impossible’’ to edit without

concern (Term ‘‘impossible’’ refers to numerous attempts
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made to breach the defined process). Blockchain is con-

sidered to be more of a concept than a framework. The

major blockchain technology properties include peer-to-peer

network, public and private ledger, distributed or decen-

tralized approach, immutability, data integrity, transparent

ledger, cryptographical security, and provide confidential-

ity [2]–[8]. Blockchain technology has established itself as

the fifth revolutionary computing archetype following main-

frame, personal computers, internet, portable devices and

social networking ruling the world. Blockchain 1.0 talks

about financial transaction or currency, blockchain 2.0 is

related to smart contracts in the field of economic, market

and other financial areas while blockchain 3.0 is related to

applications related to governance, health care, science, lit-

erature, supply chain management, and artwork. Blockchain

emerged out to resolve major issues such as the removal

of the central institution and the double-spending problem.

While transactingmoney/ data from one node to another often

an overhead is imposed on participants as ‘‘service charge’’

in the form of a fraction of money. Participating nodes not

only have to bear any extra cost but also there is a chance

of compromising with data accessibility. An attempt to send

data under ‘‘unavailable’’ status leads to a scenario termed

as a double-spending problem. It avoids the re-usability of

transactions among multiple participants of a P2P network.

Industry 4.0 revolutionized engineering andmanufacturing

solutions has provided system automation at a large scale

in smart technology applications. Healthcare 4.0 is one of

such smart technology applications that uses various industry

4.0 concepts in healthcare [9]–[11]. Healthcare 4.0 includes

IoT, IIoT, healthcare, cognitive computing, artificial intelli-

gence, machine learning, virtual reality, augmented reality

and cloud computing. An IoT interconnects the local area

network in a small geographical region (For example, a single

doctor to multiple patient records, records of a hospital, etc.)

whereas, IIoT helps to interconnect devices at a larger scale

(For example, inter-connection of hospitals within a city or

across cities, the interconnection of doctors with the same or

different specialization across a larger region, etc.). Data col-

lected through IoT or IIoT networks is stored at cloud using

cloud computing concepts. Data over the cloud is analyzed

for a smart healthcare system using cognitive computing and

artificial intelligence concepts.

Blockchain technology has various applications in the

healthcare system [12]–[15]. Blockchain is distributed in

nature and because of this peculiar characteristic removal of

central governing bodies at the global scale needs an entirely

different framework and operationality in areas. It is accept-

able to consider that the functionality of blockchain won’t be

easily accepted by society who is in practice to be under cover

of traditional controlling/ governing bodies which they con-

sider to be ‘‘trustworthy’’. This is true for every technology

during its initial expansion in the ongoing computing era that

mainstream is a little reluctant to adopt it. Yet by consider-

ing features and functionalities, we can consider blockchain

technology to be progressive and there is a wide scope of

dynamism and innovation in many unexplored areas. Various

other challenges in especially blockchain-based healthcare

systems are [16]–[25]:

1) The present blockchain-based smart healthcare sys-

tem lacks in providing a suitable environment for (i) data

collection formats and procedures, (ii) a high-quality of

service-based data-sharing approach, and (iii) systems inter-

operability to take full advantage of blockchain technology’s

features.

2) A pre or emergency data collection procedure in associa-

tion with government-approved citizens database is required

to have data for all patients in any conditions, especially in

cases when someone is not able or fit to provide it [26], [27].

Once blockchain-based healthcare approaches are adapted

then this data can be collected with the help of biometrics.

This would be helpful in multiple sub-systems like patient

database, insurance, healthcare monitoring, smart contract

designs, clinic trails, surgical operations, etc.

3) Lack of wills and procedures to adopt blockchain tech-

nology in the smart healthcare system. It has been observed

that there is a wide range of malpractices followed to take

financial or other advantages in the present healthcare system.

Many stakeholders in the present healthcare system are not

interested to adopt blockchain technology because of their

losses. Blockchain technology, if adopted properly in a full-

fledged system, would be very useful to patients in maintain-

ing their health within a reasonable budget. On the other hand,

it would be very good for any country to adopt transparent,

secure and ethical processes in any system.

4) Lack of active participation by government officials,

the federal government, private institutions, etc. in driving

healthy policies, practices, laws, and procedures for design-

ing, developing, monitoring and analyzing blockchain-based

healthcare systems. A large population is expecting from

their government to have fair healthcare practices from their

personal experiences. However, such initiatives are lacking

from the right authorities.

5) It is a perception that if blockchain technology will be

used with industry 4.0 trends then it would be very difficult

to handle data as all citizens (including patients) information

would be available publically in any failure. The truth is that

if a system is designed and tested properly before implemen-

tation then the chances of such leakages are minimal else

data leakage can occur in any scenario and malicious entities

would always be available to take advantage of it.

6) Presently, the replacement of doctors with robotic surg-

eries is not feasible over a large scale. Thus, there are no

chances of full automated surgical systems. Human (doctor

and medical staff) interventions are mandatory in the current

time. In conclusion, the smart healthcare system would give

more advantages to all stakeholders rather than having a

perception of any replacements.

In nutshell, the present healthcare system is complex, cum-

bersome and costly. Thus, healthcare 4.0 and blockchain

3.0 trends are considered and objectives designed for this

work are as follows:
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1) To explore the state-of-three-art work and identify

various challenges, problems, solutions, security issues and

research directions in the healthcare system. Further, a com-

parative analysis of state-of-the-artwork is necessary to pre-

pare and identify the similarities and differences in existing

approaches used so far that helps in the identification of

research gaps and propose a solution.

2) To propose blockchain technology and Healthcare

4.0 trends based smart healthcare system. Here, the use of

healthcare 4.0 trends including IoT, IIoT, cloud computing,

cognitive computing, and artificial intelligence (AI) concepts

are explored in detail to propose a smart healthcare system

that meets the requirements of the future.

3) A smart contract is an integral part of blockchain tech-

nology. One of the objectives of this work is to design and test

the smart contracts for the proposed smart healthcare system.

A smart contract is planned to be designed and developed

in solidity language and supported to the Ethereum network

with Metamask wallet.

4) To integrated the simulation-optimization process

with the proposed approach and improve the perfor-

mance of industry 4.0 networks and overall system.

The simulation-optimization based objective functions are

required to statically prove the working of the proposed

approach with efficient direct and indirect variables.

5) To simulate and implement the proposed approach

through multiple simulations and implementation

approaches. The objective of the use of multiple simulators

in this work is to test the functionality of every system and

its sub-systems. Now, simulators are designed and devel-

oped considering specific needs. Thus, multiple simulators

are required to be identified and used for the proposed

approach. This way, all systems and sub-systems function-

alities can be verified and validated. In an implementation,

the blockchain network is planned to be developed with the

help of the Ethereum network and solidity based smart con-

tract considering various blockchain tools (Ethereum virtual

machine, Metamask, Remix, Ganache, Athena web interface,

etc.) and test the functionalities.

The rest of the study is organized as follows: a compara-

tive analysis of blockchain-based healthcare state-of-the-art

approaches is presented in section II. Section III presents

the problem statement considered to solve the challenges of

the present healthcare system. Section IV proposes smart

healthcare system designs consider for problem solution,

experimentation, and analysis. Section V presents the smart

contract designs considered for evaluations and integration

with the proposed smart healthcare system. Section VI shows

the simulation-optimization processes followed in the smart

healthcare system, IoT and IIoT networks. IoT and IIoT

networks are the backbone of the proposed smart healthcare

system. Thus, process optimization possibilities and integra-

tions are explored in this section for improving the quality

of the overall system. Section VII presents the simulation of

the proposed system with JaamSim and JSImgraph simula-

tions. JaamSim simulator test and validated the integrity of

sub-systems and overall system. Whereas JSImgraph simula-

tion with the queuing theory is used to test and validate the

internals of sub-systems and overall system. This section also

presents the results and analysis. Section VIII presents the

implementation and results analysis of the proposed smart

healthcare system with the Ethereum blockchain network.

Finally, section IX concludes the work and presents future

directions as well.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Ahmad et al. [28] conducted a survey of blockchain tech-

nology and its significances in the present healthcare envi-

ronment. It is observed that there are many advantages

of blockchain technology in medical databases. It brings

immutability and transparency with advanced digital frame-

works. The blockchain network is found to be secure with

novel challenges generated every second and put forward

in the form of hashes. There are a large number of the

organization who take care of patient’s data and patient are

interested in hand-over this data to them because they found

it difficult to manage their historical data records and fetch

it at any place as and when it is required. Blockchain has

made the life of every stakeholdermuch easier by storing their

data securing and make them available quickly as and when

it is required. This work has identified that there are many

blockchain frameworks proposed in the literature that has

explored the subject, difficulties and future scope in detail.

However, there is a need for work to be done to verify the

frameworks and testing in real environments.

Gross and Miller, Jr. [29] identified that blockchain tech-

nology has a learning healthcare system functionality inbuilt.

This functionality allows patients to share their data secure

and built trust in a system that is highly required because it

solves various issues like data security, data privacy, optimiz-

ing patient’s obligations in change or manipulations in data

etc. Optimization learning processes train the system from

medical data and make it convenient to share in a secure

environment considering legal aspects. This work hasmajorly

concentrated over data security and privacy, engagements,

accountability and building patient trust in the system. Now,

the patient is found to have great trust in the system and he

knows that the system has security and self-learning capa-

bilities that would give benefit to him only. This study has

found that there are many shortfalls in the present version

of blockchain-based healthcare system like the patient is

unaware that how blockchain-based healthcare is different

from digital records based healthcare system, how data of

one treatment at one place would be made available at some

other place, does the system have capabilities to integrate to

self-learn the non-medico requirements (like insurance, trans-

portation, facility rooms, etc.). Tripathi et al. [30] explored
the technological, social and security barriers in adopting a

digital technology-based smart healthcare system. The author

has given preference to the user’s experience in following the

instructions of the digital healthcare system. These instruc-

tions are analyzed with the view of the user’s perceptions and
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tried to solve by proposing a blockchain technology-based

secure and smart healthcare system. Here, data security is

given a major concentration by discussing the intrinsic secu-

rity and integrity features of the proposed framework. Various

other challenges in adopting the blockchain in the health-

care system include (i) mechanism required to collect, share,

exchange or storemedical data, (ii) designing a smart contract

would be difficult when patient data is not available due

to numerous reasons, (iii) how data will be adopted from

existing medical or health records to the blockchain network,

(iv) lack of patient’s knowledge regarding the advantages of

blockchain use in healthcare, (v) lack in government initia-

tives to promote blockchain-based solutions in application

development and their uses, and (vi) healthcare industry

is dependent over understanding the patient conditions and

emotions whereas blockchain-based solution will enhance

automation through the data-centric process. Further, this

work has designed a framework with a study of types of

sensors that can be integrated with the human body through

various means and act as a source of data for blockchain-

based healthcare solutions. An initiative to design a frame-

work is appreciable however, steps are necessary now to start

adopting similar frameworks in real-experimentation and test

the applicability of each of the sub-system and their integra-

tions. Hussien et al. [31] conducted a detailed, comprehensive

and substantial analysis of research articles in blockchain

technology searched from three databases IEEE, Web of

Science and ScienceDirect using keywords like ‘blockchain’,

‘healthcare’ and electronic ‘health records’. Relative varia-

tions of these keywords are also taken into search results.

In this survey, various medical terms necessary to under-

stand the functionality of the blockchain-based healthcare

system are identified, defined and analyzed. This study has

concentrated to find out the latest designs, frameworks, pro-

cesses, solutions, models, patterns, platforms, approaches,

protocols, algorithms, contracts, white papers, websites, com-

panies, countries, users in countries, etc. and conducted sur-

veys with different statistics. Overall, this article has very

articulately surveyed a detailed blockchain technology-based

possibilities in healthcare systems and trends adopted in

the positive progress of all of the healthcare-based systems

and sub-systems. The base of doing such a comprehensive

survey if formalized by narrating research questions and

self-identification of possible solutions. Next, a flow process

is presented that shows the selection of research articles,

execute screening through group discussions, deciding the

eligibility to consider it for writing a survey in discussions

and finally including with pre-defined details. In the analysis,

authors have identified that the IEEE publication resource is

widely accepting articles in blockchain technology related to

healthcare solutions as compared to Web of Science or Sci-

ence Direct. In other analysis, a comparative study of authors

in the various countries are identified and conducted, various

medical terms in research are performed, components of

blockchain technology-based solutions are found etc. Types

of problems, their solutions in data security and healthcare,

and future directions are studied systematically. Overall, this

is a good study of existing state-of-the-artwork in blockchain

technology use in healthcare systems. However, the study of

how to apply and develop applications with feasible test cases

would enhance the survey for those readers who are interested

in developing similar approaches. Al-Karaki et al. [32] pre-
sented decentralized, accessible, scalable and secure access

named (DASS)-CARE to healthcare system and services.

The proposed framework greatly facilitates the stakeholders

in real-time access to updated data. The objective of this

work is to improve quality in the healthcare system with the

reduced cost of data delivery. In this work, various aspects

taken into consideration include standardization of medical

records, consensus approach, micropayment systems, and

systems integrity and operability. Authors claim that the pro-

posed framework can secure record and exchange medical

records, derived in a way that encourage the timely exchange

of required information, patient’s self-controlled records, and

allows data analytics. It is also claimed that the proposed

framework supports various healthcare case studies. There

are many frameworks proposed to have a blockchain-based

healthcare system but it is observed that verification, valida-

tion, and testing of proposed frameworks are rarely applied.

To analyze the exact working of the proposed framework,

similar experiments are necessary to be executed.

Nagori et al. [33] identified the challenges in biomedi-

cal research and clinical practices in the healthcare system.

It has been observed that very few companies have considered

digitization of medical data for improving the healthcare

practices and most of the data is scattered and has fewer

interoperability possibilities. After considering the current

challenges in developing countries (like India), the author has

proposed a multichain approach for secure and decentralized

medical data storage. In this work, data transparency is taken

into consideration while claiming that the need for user’s data

available to them is more important. It is strongly empha-

sized that the development of a multichain based dashboard

system is necessary to timely intimates the users and med-

ical authorities with their records. This work has proposed

a workflow for data security, data analysis, and machine

learning processes. It is observed that this frameworkworking

is neither validated through mathematical model nor it is

verified and tested with simulation or implementation. Thus,

it would be very difficult to say the working of the proposed

framework in a real scenario. Xu et al. [34] presented a

Haschain approach for data preservation in large datasets.

The proposed approach has considered maximum security

and cryptography aspects for providing a secure environment.

A consensus algorithm with nonce value is also proposed.

The consensus algorithm considers the stakeholders/nodes’

willingness to insert a new block in the blockchain if it

meets the requirements. Further, IoT network data secu-

rity is considered in with digital signature, hashing, encryp-

tion/decryption, and certification processes. This maximum

cryptography primitives and protocols are taken into consid-

eration while driving the proposed approach. In addition to
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cryptography, key management and disease diagnosis data

security are explicitly taken into consideration for quality

improvement and analysis. In performance measurements,

the capacity of blocks, processing time of transactions, and

computational and communicational costs are evaluated and

compared with the traditional approach. It has been observed

that the proposed approach is much better as compared to

traditional. Viriyasitavat et al. [35] presented state-of-the-

art over emerging research directions, challenges, problem

statements, applications, etc. in integration with blockchain

technology aspects for developing unique solutions. Towards

industry 4.0 trends, integration of blockchain technologywith

IoT, cyber-physical systems and other industry 4.0 trends are

considered for digital economy-based applications that can

create a potential impact in the nearby future. This work

has identified that the number of publications is increas-

ing exponentially taking various Industry 4.0 aspects with

resilience, scalability, security, and autonomy into consider-

ation in the business workflow. This work has uniquely iden-

tified the technologies for blockchain and business processes

with industry 4.0 trends [36], [37]. A layered architecture

is proposed as well that considers the value-driven business

processes management and execute collaborative business

processes. Research challenges in blockchain and industry

4.0 are uniquely identified related to smart contracts, specifi-

cation languages, integration and interoperability of systems

and sub-systems, and security and data privacy concerns.

Table 1 shows a comparative analysis of state-of-the-

art blockchain-based healthcare systems and their features.

Table 2 shows the comparative analysis of smart healthcare

state-of-the-art contributions with overall system features.

Table 3 shows the comparative state-of-the-art analysis of

security issues discussion in blockchain-based healthcare

systems. This comparative analysis either based on key-

words selected in the parameter column or detailed anal-

ysis and background processes are studies to identify and

classify the security events. Table 4 shows the analysis

of blockchain technology-based security companies in the

healthcare domains worldwide and their roles. Challenges

identified in blockchain-based smart healthcare literature sur-

veys are: (i) lack of proper knowledge in healthcare system

users to effetively and securly storage of data, and access as

and when required, (ii) lack of standard data collection tem-

plates, sharing platforms, peer-to-peer connectivity systems,

trust in existing healthcare system etc. (iii) proper dynamic

framework that ensures secure data migrations from present

healthcare system to smart healthcare system, (iv) many

developing countries lacks in intentions to provide corruption

free or unethical economic benefit based health services,

(v) management of EHR, EMR or PHR, (vi) custodian based

secure data accessibility, (vii) connectivity among medical

technologists to help in developing full-proof system, (viii)

many countries do not have standarization policies for cryp-

tocurrencies, (ix) secure management of data in densly popu-

lated regions or countries, (x) users are not interested to invest

in companies which can handle their historical or ancestral

records on payment basis even by knowing that they them-

selve are not able manage their records which are very much

necessary in any treatment, (xi) lack in technological solu-

tions like (usage of industry 4.0 or simulation-optimization)

in healthcare for making it advanced and secure [38], [40],

(xii) a large number of data leakage and unethical advantages

are observed in present healthcare system, and (xiii) unman-

aged present healthcare system with failures, thefts, eaves-

dropping, spoofing, impersonation or other cybercrimes.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section mathematically derives the context of system

requirements. Let U be a set of patients with detailed features

including name, age, gender, diagnostic medical treatment

etc. Let W is the set of transactions between patient and

hospital during a fixed duration t usingwallet V. Thus, a trans-

action set Wui for patient ui ∈ U contains a set of all ith

user transactions {wu1 , wu2 , wu3 . . .wun} during time t. Now,

each and individual transaction is a tuple wui = {Vui , hj} of
wallet and hospital i.e. ith user performs a transaction with jth

hospital with wallet Vui . Thus, wui defines the relationship

between patient and hospital. Now, the hospital provides

services to the patient with taking its transaction wui into
consideration. All of these transactions should be immutable,

transparent, secure and exchanged faster over the reliable

channel. Additionally, data should be available as and when

required for analysis and predictions.

All of these features are possible with industry

4.0 trends in healthcare only. In conclusion, transaction

tuples wui can be used to identify data with industry

4.0 trends and with blockchain verifiability and validity.

In simulation-optimization, a set of blockchain’s blocks

{b0, b1, b2, b3 . . . bn} as act inputs for every sort of data. The
optimization needs to be performed over blocks using depen-

dent and independent variables with their objective functions.

These objective functions consider block’s transactions to

measure smart healthcare system performance and IoT based

network performances. Further, these performances need to

be optimized by finding local-global input solutions to the

objective function.

IV. PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN DESIGNS FOR SMART

HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS

Fig. 1 shows one proposed blockchain technology-based

smart healthcare system design taken for analysis. In this sys-

tem, patient, doctor, staff, hospital, blockchain data system,

drug supplier, drug distributor, equipment supplier, equip-

ment distributor, medical board, actuators, medical pharma-

cies, and government authorities are taken as stakeholders.

The proposed system has the following major features:

A. UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

Every entity in the system is assigned a unique identifica-

tion. To every physical medical equipment or medicine pack,

an RFID tag is attached for unique, secure and faster identifi-

cation. Similarly, an RFID based identification card is given
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TABLE 1. Comparative state-of-the-art blockchain-based healthcare systems with blockchain technology features.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Comparative state-of-the-art blockchain-based healthcare systems with blockchain technology features.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Comparative state-of-the-art blockchain-based healthcare systems with blockchain technology features.

TABLE 2. Comparative analysis of smart healthcare state-of-the-art contributions with overall system features.

to every person (including doctor, staff or any third person).

There is no exception given to anyone to have a temporary

identification tag including patients as well. This is because

everyone has a unique national (national ID cards, driving

card number, etc.) or international identification numbers

(passport number). These entities are stored in the database

with the help of blockchain technology. Now, even if a patient

is interested to get operated in different or multiple hospitals
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FIGURE 1. Proposed blockchain and Industry 4.0-based smart healthcare system.

TABLE 3. Comparative state-of-the-art analysis of security issues
discussion in blockchain-based healthcare systems.

at the same or different timings then all records through public

blockchain are easy to trace or update as well.

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED IMMUTABLE, TRANSPARENT

AND SECURE DATA RECORDER

Blockchain technology has various advantages such as, it can

store any record in an immutable form. In the proposed

system, all information regarding patients, doctors, hospi-

tals, suppliers, distributors, etc are stored permanently with

a timely update of change in records, if any. For example,

patient’s historical medical records are important to learn

and it is very difficult to explain or physically keep every

record in everyone’s custody and produce to doctor at the

time of treatment like in present healthcare system scenarios.

As every doctor has his/her own clinical trial experiences,

and medicines or treatments of each of the doctor may or

may not be the same as other doctors. Thus, it is mandatory

to keep the historical record of every person to have better

and highly successful treatments. It is usually observed that

the majority of medical treatment are interdependent. For

example, if any patient has to undergo kidney stone treatment,

transplantation, dialysis etc. or any type of transplantation

then Blood pressure or Sugar levels should be within con-

trolled limits otherwise it may harm other parts of the body.

Thus, it is necessary to have an accurate and timely medical

record of every person available remotely and timely to the

consulted doctor.

All medical and other related records are transparent using

the blockchain-based healthcare system. As discussed earlier,

patient’s records are necessary at every step and every time

it consults the doctor or undergoes some treatment. It is

even recorded to know by himself that what medicines or

treatments are good for his/her health. Transparency through

blockchain is a secure way of making such information avail-

able to concerned persons as and when required.

Security is a major feature incorporated in blockchain

technology to enhance its applicability and adoption in a

wider range of applications. Patient’s person records (includ-

ing national or international identification numbers, fam-

ily connections, account details etc.) will be available over

third party systems if one opts to go for implementation

and use of blockchain-based applications. Blockchain tech-

nology uses cryptography primitives and protocols for its

secure designs. Here, there are possibilities to integrate both

lightweight and heavyweight cryptography primitives and

protocols. Lightweight cryptography primitives are necessary

to secure fetch, store or update information from devices

where resources are scarce. Almost all of the medical equip-

ment or drugs do not have any sort of computational, storage

or communicational capabilities. Identification devices or

sensor devices attached to these pieces of medical-equipment

have very limited computational, communicational or stor-

age powers. Further, these identification or sensor devices

are required in the proposed system or construct an Inter-

net of Things (IoT) or Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
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TABLE 4. Blockchain technology-based security companies in the healthcare domains and their roles.
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TABLE 4. (Continued.) Blockchain technology-based security companies in the healthcare domains and their roles.

networks as required in Industry 4.0 trends to have smart

technology. The scarcity of resources available over such

devices enforces the system to have lightweight cryp-

tography primitives or protocols for high-security stan-

dards with lighter performance-based security algorithms.

Finally, information stored in public or private blockchains

is available at any location and at any time because

Blockchain technology is distributed and decentralized in

connectivity.

C. PATIENT’S DECISION MAKING

The proposed system is helpful to patients or their family

members in medical treatment based decision making. This

can be better understood from the patient’s state of mind just

before going to make his/her mind to have a particular type of

medical treatment. As discussed earlier as well, every doctor

has a different set of clinical trial experiences and success

rates. Now, if a non-medico person is visitingmultiple doctors

to take medical opinions then there are high chances that

every doctor suggests a different medical treatment proce-

dure. It is quite possible because of the advancement of

technology has given such viable options. Now, it is necessary

to have not just every doctor but every treatment’s success rate

records with detailedmedical procedure explanations. In real-

scenarios or emergency conditions, it is observed that patient

does not undergo such record checking and go with nearby

hospitals and best treatment available with selected hospitals.

On the other hand, the doctor does with the treatment in which

he/she is experienced or interested without taking much of

its success ratio. Now consider a scenario in which a trained

system with timely and accurate information providers hav-

ing blockchain’s immutable, transparent and secure environ-

ment provides a patient with immediate records of successful

treatments, doctors and hospitals while keeping all of his

medical histories with him. In such scenarios, it would be

much easier for anyone (patient or family members) to make

a quick decision. This encourages healthy medical practices

in the complete healthcare world.

D. DRUG TRACEABILITY

One can easily experience through one’s own learning

that there are many counterfeit drugs are available in the

market. Many of them are manufactured or distributed

through government-approved organizations. However, there

are many cases observed where the government refused or

unapproved organizations are selling their products through

local pharmacies. A majority of cases or such scenarios are

observed in developing or under-developed countries. Now,

if every drug will have a unique identification number, its

history of clinical research trials and government approval
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FIGURE 2. A topology demonstrating the blockchain-based healthcare system.

FIGURE 3. Patient process flow cycle in the smart healthcare system.

letters available publicly then it would be much easier for

every stakeholder in the healthcare system to have much

higher trust in the system. This is one of themajor keys behind

the success of similar systems.

E. INTERNET OF THINGS CONNECTIVITY IN THE LOCAL

REGION

Using Industry 4.0 trends, it would be mandatory for every-

thing in the system to have identification and sensor sys-

tem. Internet of everything in small to medium scale regions

constitutes IoT network to be managed at different levels

(department, hospital or even in a city). An IoT connected

healthcare system will have all thing’s records in the network

and it can make available to everyone as and when required.

This type of system will auto-generate alerts in case of any

discrepancies like drug expiry, equipment failure, doctor-state

of mind, patient health condition fluctuations, etc. In conclu-

sion, a hospital or doctor having similar facilities can well

manage their environment.

F. INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS CONNECTIVITY IN

THE GLOBAL REGION

Similar to IoT connectivity in the local region, Indus-

trial Internet of Things (IIoT) connectivity in global region

(including interconnectivity of multiple cities, states or even

countries) healthcare system would be much easier and ben-

eficial. IIoT interconnects a large number of cross-city and

cross-domains healthcare systems. This connectivity will

elongate the availability of information to a much wider

range. Thus, treatment data and related analytics will be

available to patients in a much accurate and fast mode. In con-

siderations of the above-discussed feature of the proposed

system, Fig. 2 shows a blockchain-based Healthcare system.

The complete patient interaction with the smart healthcare

system and process flow is explained through a flowchart as

shown in Fig. 3. In this system, the patient takes admission

in the hospital with a consultation to the patient admission

cell. In patient’s registration with patient admission cell,

it gives his/her personal information, medical history record
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FIGURE 4. Admission cell and initial consultancy-based blockchain process flow cycle in the smart healthcare
system.

FIGURE 5. Hospital process flow cycle with blockchain technology in the smart healthcare system.

(if any), medical insurance (if any) and type of room service

(ward/private room). After registration, the blockchain-based

database system auto fetches the patient’s history (if exists)

from the blockchain network. All information is shared with

the doctor assigned to the patient as per the hospital legalize

process. In parallel, a patient goes through initial medical aid

and checkup. If during this initial scanning, any abnormality

arises then the patient is put under scrutiny with the support

of a doctor else-if patient conditions are normal then it goes

through its recently diagnosed ailment. During this whole

process of initial medical scan, the blockchain-based database

system regularly scans the recently admitted patient progress

and timely stores in the database. Fig. 4 shows the detailed

admission cell and initial consultancy based blockchain pro-

cess flow cycle proposed for the Smart Healthcare System.

Fig. 5 shows the detailed hospital process after the initial

scanning. Hospital search and assign a specialized doctor

to patients in records and blockchain technology auto-scans

this new information and store in the database. As per the

doctor-patient scheduled meeting, the patient consults the

doctor and explains the symptoms. After a proper medical

examination and understanding of the symptoms, a special-

ized doctor recommends a treatment. Now, the patient is given

time to decidewhether hewants to go through the treatment or
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FIGURE 6. Hospital System with blockchain technology and the IoT network where every entity is connected with
identification and information.

FIGURE 7. An example of patient IoT network for health monitoring using wearable sensor and blockchain technology.

stop any further processing. If the patient decides to undergo

treatment then the patient is moved to operation theatre and

undergoes the treatment. After treatment, the doctor starts

the medication. At this step, the blockchain technology-based

database scanner and recorder system are auto-configured

to scan and collect the patient’s all updated records. Here,

all equipment and medicines used are also stored in the

blockchain network. The patient is sent to the recovery room

immediately after the operation.

In the recovery room, the patient’s records are constantly

monitored for a fixed duration. Now, if the patient is pro-

gressing then it is either moved to the ward/room or sent

to the discharge unit as per doctor recommendations. In the

majority of cases, the doctor recommends the patient to have

regular follow-ups and the hospital monitors these follow-

ups. If any patient is missing a follow-up then the hospital

takes the responsibility. Fig. 6 shows the hospital system with

blockchain technology and the IoT network. In IoT network-

enabled healthcare system, every entity is attached with

identification and operational piece of information. Starting

with patient, doctor and staff member, each of these can be

attached with a wearable sensor.

To monitor patient records continuously, Fig. 7 shows a

scenario where the patient is attached with the wearable

sensor and its information is exchanged through a server

to doctor and staff members using processes defined with

numbers 1 to 9. In parallel, a blockchain server keeps track

of the information, and store and make it available through

a wireless network (using process 2 and process 3). Hospital

wireless network continuously senses the wireless signals and

collect patient records using wireless and/or mobile devices

(using process 1). A gateway prepares the records in the
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FIGURE 8. Industrial Healthcare Internet of Things (IHIoT) model for the proposed healthcare system.

FIGURE 9. Drug delivery and traceability system system in the IHIoT network designed in JaamSim.

pre-specified format and makes it available to be added to the

blockchain (using process 1). Now, the process of blockchain

creation starts and information in the form of Block is sent to

records in its database.Wearable sensor sense patient medical

condition records and BlockMiner. BlockMiner takes care of

the transactional fee (in terms of ‘gas’) and availability of

the server. As soon as the server is idle, a block is added

to the blockchain network. After adding the required block

to the blockchain network, medical information stored in the

block is also sent to the residential doctor, healthcare staff

member, and specialized doctor (using process 4, process 5,

and process 6). Healthcare staff is a constant supervisor of

the patient and responsible for patient medication. In case of

any record discrepancy, healthcare staff immediately report

to the residential doctor. The residential doctor should be

available within the hospital 24× 7 over multiple shifts. The

residential doctor can call the specialized doctor in case of

emergency or as and when it is required. If any update to

patient record is available then the old record is deleted imme-

diately (i.e. sent to sink). Residential doctor, staff member

and physician (doctor) activities are constantly monitored

(using process 4, process5, and process 6). Their records are

added to the respective Blockchain network to monitor their

activities. In any treatment, the active members involved are a

surgeon (or doctor), department and staff. Algorithm 1 shows

the complete activity cycle proposed for a surgeon. Similarly,

algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 show the department and staff

activity cycles respectively. Algorithm 4 shows the insurance

activity cycle.

Fig. 8 shows the Industrial Healthcare Internet of Things

(IHIoT) model for the proposed healthcare system. IHIoT is

designed to integrate multiple IoT networks in local or global

regions. Small IoT healthcare networks are useful and effi-

cient in the local region only. Whereas, large scale integration

of IoT networks in the local region or multiple IoT network

connectivity at the global region requires IHIOT network.

Like blockchain and IoT network-based small-scale health-

care system, IHIoT network also require blockchain tech-

nology to maintain their records and blockchain networks.

Each IHIoT network can have fog network to improve the
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Algorithm 1 Surgeon Activity Cycle

Premises: Let Ui, Wj, Vui and hk represents i
th user using jth

transaction with wallet V at k th hospital. Further, Uaddress
i ,

W address
j , V address

Ui
and haddressk represents the addresses used

to store user, transaction, wallet and hospital records. Sup-

pose, UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i are the ith user’s electronic

medical record (EMR), electronic health record (EHR) and

personal health record(PHR) respectively. The electronic

medical record is all record of a person having all under-

gone medical treatments, a drug used, allergies, diet plans

etc. The electronic health record is considered to be differ-

ent from the electronic medical record in terms of personal

medical practices adopted to maintain health. For example,

regular measurements of blood pressure and sugar levels,

medical treatment apart from allopathy practices etc. Finally,

a personal health record is different from electronic health

records and electronic medical records in terms of person’s

health practices including regular diets, exercise duration, any

self-experienced pain or non-functional body part symptoms

etc.

Goal: To monitor and control surgeon health and clinical

activities.

1. While Ui is Surgeon do:
2. If Uaddress

i is valid then:

3. IfUEMR
i ,UEHR

i andUPHR
i are satisfactory then:

4. Fetch patient’s EMR, HER and PHR records

5. Diagnose patient

6. Treat patient

7. Update patient’s EMR, HER and PHR

records

8. Else

9. Instruct Ui to go for self or specialized

treatment

10. Update EMR, HER and PHR records

11. Else

12. Register Uaddress
i

13. Update UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i records

14. End While

quality of service and performance. Each of its fog networks

can have fog storage, computing, and blockchain networks.

Similarly, all of the data collected from IIoT, IoT or fog

networks are made available in cloud computing. Thereafter,

cognitive computing and artificial intelligence can be applied

to improve network statistics and services. Fig. 9 shows the

proposed drug delivery and traceability system in the IHIoT

network designed in JaamSim. This model considers random

and exponential medicines in the production unit irrespective

of medicine salt. Thereafter, medicines from multiple drug

production, packing, or manufacturing units are delivered

to safe medicine storage units. Medicine distributor collects

the medicines from different storage units and delivers it to

pharmacies (hospital, online or local). Consumers/patients

visit the pharmacies with doctor prescriptions and can

Algorithm 2 Department Activity Cycle

Premises: In addition to premises defined in algorithm1,

other premises include Di, D
specialization
i , Daddressi , and T

j
Di

represents ith department, its specialization, address in the

blockchain network (having department records) and jth team
formalized for treatment.

Goal: To formalized specialized department team, assign to

the patient and prepare patient treatment report.

1. While Di is valid department do:

2. If Daddressi is valid then:

3. If D
specialization
i exist in hk then:

4. Formalize T
j
Di

having nurses and

technologist

5. Assign a specialized surgeon to T
j
Di

6. Treat patient

7. Prepare patient reports

8. Else

9. Recruit working staff

10. Register D
specialization
i

11. Else

12. Register Daddressi
13. End While

purchase prescribedmedicines. In this complete system, there

are chances of counterfeit drugs/medicines which can be

a major cause of loss of life. This is one of the major

challenges in the present healthcare system in the majority

of countries. Lack of knowledge to patients, doctor negli-

gence to earn unethical financial or other advantages, higher

medicine cost and profits to manufacturers, higher profits

to supplier or distributor, etc. are the major reason for not

accepting any change in the present drug supply system.

If the present drug delivery and traceability system will be

changed to a blockchain technology-based system then each

stakeholder (government, manufacturer, clinical trial unit,

distributor, pharmacy, and consumer) will have their nodes

and corresponding blockchains. In this way, everyone will

be bound (through smart contracts) to adhere to the rules,

regulations, policies, and procedures defined in the court-

of-law ethically and transparently. This type of system will

generate immutable records with timestamps for any type

of verifications. A historical record based transparent and

immutable system will build patient and doctor trust in the

network to follow the ethical practices that are good for

their clinical trials. Fig. 10 shows a clinical trial-based smart

contract system for the blockchain network. Every treatment

has a set of pre-experiences clinical trials dataset and this can

build trust and transparency to both patients and doctors in

the system if such records are available to both of them before

going for any treatment.

It has been observed that there are multiple treatments to

cure one disease and if a patient visits multiple doctor and

every doctor suggest a different treatment then it would be

very difficult to decide which one would be right for a patient.
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FIGURE 10. Clinical trial-based smart contract system for the blockchain network.

FIGURE 11. Blockchain-based payment monitoring system where patients and hospitals or doctors are
bound with smart contracts.

For example, the table 5 shows one such diabetic clinical

trial case study. In this case study treatment for a diabetic

patient is well-defines and it is dependent on age (young

(around 22 or less), middle-age (around 36), old (around 60 or

more)). In all such cases, the presenting department, patient

history, investigation, and treatment are standard and well

done. However, the possibilities of special cases like a patient

having less age (around 15 or less) and having severe diabetic

issues cannot be ignored. In all such circumstances, the first

thing required is to maintain the patient’s proper and timely

records. This would make a doctor easy to understand and

treat the case and build trust for a patient in the system. In such

scenarios, it would be easier for the medical board or court to

re-examine any such malpractice treatment and resolve the

patient-doctor disputes at the right time.

Fig. 10 shows the clinical trail-based smart contract system

that is mandatory to be executed before a patient’s treat-

ment as described in Fig. 8. In a clinical trial based smart

contract system, laboratory medicine experimentations and

their detailed reports with success ratios are prepared well-

advanced. Thereafter, medicines are tried over a sample of

the patient in a controlled environment. After satisfactory

clinical trials, medical research organizations prepare their

findings and present them to the regulatory body. In a thor-

ough examination, if the regulatory body found that a healthy

practice can be followed in the treatment of disease then it

sends recommendations in the health domain with consid-

ering government concerned department. Once treatment is

well-accepted then it takes the shape of a smart contract.

Patients and doctors are bound to such smart contracts if

they follow any such procedure. In another scenario, a smart

contract is possible for every person involved in clinical

trials. This ensures immutable, transparent, fair experimenta-

tion and report writing, and fix the responsibilities as well.

Fig. 11 shows the blockchain technology-based payment

monitoring system in the proposed healthcare system. It has

been observed in populated countries (like India) that there

are a large number of crime-cases or unethical practices

happening with patients in payments. For example, hospitals

overcharge from a patient with false claims when a patient

goes through his/her treatment through medical insurance.

Although there is a procedure well defined in insurance pay-

ment cases but hospitals, doctors or middleman knows the

loopholes. Thus, malpractices start from patient admission

itself. The patient usuallywants a better treatment irrespective

of financial losses, especially in emergency cases. Thus, a
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TABLE 5. Diabetes clinical trial case study.

patient overlooks such expenses. Fig. 11 shows a model of

the payment monitoring system with blockchain-technology.

Here, patients and hospitals or doctors are bound with smart

contracts. There are actuaries placed on the right side. All

of the treatments will have standardized medically recom-

mended procedures and clinical trials, and payment such

trials and procedures will be well-defined. Every payment,

procedure followed, patient’s condition, doctor prescriptions,

hospital records, support staff activities will be monitored and

recorded through IoT and IIoT. In this digital system, where

every record is immutable, transparent and accessible from

anywhere, the chances of unethical payment practices would

be minimal.

To ensure security in the system, lightweight cryptography

primitives and protocols are integrated. Lightweight cryptog-

raphy primitives include lightweight encryption-decryption

mechanism, lightweight hashing mechanism, and lightweight

trust mechanism [84]–[86]. Here, different variants of

lightweight cryptography primitives and protocols are

applied that ensure security during the communicational and

computational stages of IoT and IIoT networks. Further,

the lightweight proof-of-game (PoG) consensus algorithm is

integrated among stakeholders to execute the smart contracts

and build trust [87], [88]. The lightweight PoG consensus

algorithm is a multi-round consensus-building algorithm that

increases the system efficiency by reducing the response time.

This consensus building-ensure the interoperability of differ-

ent stakeholders keeping patients in the center. All of these

stakeholders are considered as nodes for building consensus

and perform to treat the patients through automatic smart

contract execution. Thus, the proposed system is effective

and secure. The smart contracts designed and integrated with

the stakeholder and executed with PoG consensus-building

approach are explained in the next section.

V. PROPOSED SMART CONTRACTS DESIGNS AND THEIR

ASSOCIATIONS FOR SMART HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

Fig. 12 shows 16-smart contracts (person, hospital, surgeon,

scrub, technician, workingStaff, patient, frontDeskStaff,

technicalStaff, staff, technologist, administrativeStaff, recep-

tionist, nurse, department) proposed for the smart healthcare

system. All smart contract owners are directly or indirectly
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FIGURE 12. List of smart contracts with attributes proposed for the smart healthcare system.

associated (using ‘‘is-a’’ relation) with the hospital as shown

in Fig. 13. List and explanation to all smart contract shown

in Fig. 12 are as follows:

Person contract stores information about all those persons

who are directly associated with the hospital or its related

activities. A personList is a list stored in memory to have

a permanent and immutable record of persons associated

with the hospital even if he/she is discharged or left the

job. Besides, a person’s associated information like title,

first name, middle name, last name, date of joining, gen-

der residential address, and phone numbers are stored as

well. Fig. 14 shows the functions defined in person smart-

contract. Here, setStatus() functions set person’s data and

job_rating() function rate the services of hospital members

whereas, job_rating() inherited to patient smart-contract is

used for feedback.

Hospital contract stores information about hospital-related

activities. An associateHospitalList is a list stored in mem-

ory to have a permanent and immutable record of the same

hospital chains. Additionally, basic hospital information like

hospital name, address, phone number, and website are stored

as well. Fig. 14 shows the smart-contract functions. Here,

setStatus() is used by the owner of the hospital only to finalize

hospital members. Further, functions like setStatus(), reg-

isterPatient(), validatePatient(), executeTreatment() and pre-

parereport() are all job defined in hospital smart-contract.

setStatus() decides the needs of the hospital, registerPa-

tient() and validatePatient() are functions to decide whether
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FIGURE 13. Proposed Smart contracts inheritance and associations in the smart healthcare system.

treatment can be execute and credentials can be verified or

not. If possible then executeTreatment() runs the diagnosis

part. Finally, the patient report is prepared in preparereport

Surgeon is an important smart contract and all of the infor-

mation associatedwith this contract is very important because

a specialized and experienced doctor is not easily available.

Even if they are available it is usually very difficult for a

patient to search them. This contract will make a permanent

entity of specialized doctors in the blockchain network and it

would be convenient for everyone. A list of surgeons is stored

permanently using memory mapping in srList variable. Apart

from this information, the surgeon’s name, address, phone

number, date of joining, education, months of experience,

specialization, working location (both hospitals and home)

and known communication languages are stored. Various

functions in this smart contract are:

setStatus(), operation(), specialization(), putPatienton-

Medication(), verifyReport(), setSalary() and getSalary

Surgeon information is set through setStatus() function, oper-

ation details are stored in operation() function, specializa-

tion() function return the surgeon specialised area, surgeon

can put patient on medication using putPatientMedication()

function, surgeon can set or verify the reports using prepar-

ereport() and verifyReport() functions, surgeon negotiate or

get salaries for their services using setSalary() and getSalary()

functions.

Scrub is a surgical technologist. This member helps the

doctor during surgeries in operation theatre or handle the

patient if the doctor is unavailable. Thus, their presence and

necessity in the hospital are highly recommended. Like a

doctor, scrub’s name, residential address. phone number, date

of joining, education, months of experience, specialization,

working location, and known communication languages are

stored in the smart contract system. Various functions in

this smart contract are: setStatus(), services(), job_rating(),

setSalary() and getSalary() as shown in Fig. 14. The func-

tions like setStatus(), setSalary() and getSalary() have same

functionalities as defined for other. A function that makes

this smart-contract different from other is services and

job_rating() because services of the scrub are totally different

accordingly job ratings are decided.

Technician is a technical but non-medical staff member

in the hospital. In a medium to large infrastructure-based

hospital, a technician is permanent members of the hospi-

tal. Different and multiple sets of technicians are required

daily to operate a hospital. Thus, their list is stored in teList

variable. Apart from this information, their names, residential

addresses, phone number, date of joining, education, months

of experience, specialization area and known communication

languages are stored in the smart contract system. It has been

observed that small scale hospitals ensure technician avail-

ability on-call rather have them as a permanent employee.

Various functions in this smart contract are: setStatus(), ser-

vices(), job_rating(), setSalary() and getSalary() as shown in

Fig. 14. All functions are self-explanatory now.

Most of the properties of working Staff smart contracts

are inherited from doctors and nurses. Apart from inherited

features, this smart contract stores a list of currently working

staff members in wsList and team name in wsTeamName.

In the proposed system doctors and nurses are considered

as working staff members. Whereas, all technical staff mem-

bers are also working members but their operations are not

continuous and they are called from their departments as and

when required. Various functions in this smart contract are:
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FIGURE 14. List of smart contracts with functions proposed for the smart healthcare system.

workTime() and attendance() as shown in Fig. 14. All staff

members working timings and attendance are inherited

from this smar-contract using worktime() and attendance()

functions.

Patient is another important smart contract in the system.

In order to have permanent and immutable records, this

contract stores all patients treated in a hospital at a mem-

ory location. Apart from this information, information like

patient id, patient title, first name, last name, gender, date

of birth, age, date of admission, illness, illness history in a

form of a list, medical prescriptions for the present diagnosis

in the form of a list, list of allergies from anything (food,

cloth, medicine etc.), residential address, phone number, and

any special requirements during treatment (if any). Various

functions in this smart contract are: setData(), getTreatment(),

collectReport() and medication() as shown in Fig. 14. Patient

data is set in system using setData(), the patient gets his/her

treatment after executing getTreatment() function, patient can

collect report in collectReport() and take medicines recom-

mended in medication() function.

Front desk staff contract is to handle patients or their family

members to have quick, appropriate doctor consultations, and

hospital’s processes and procedures. As front desk staff have

both medical and non-medical background staff, a list of both

of these staff members is prepared in frontDeskList vari-

able. Various functions in this smart contract are: setStatus(),

job_rating(), services(), setSalary() and getSalary() as shown

in Fig. 14.
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Technical staff contract is to handle all types of tech-

nical staff members (both medical and non-medical) in a

hospital. A list of each of these staff members is stored

in tsList variable. Additionally, name, residential address,

phone number, date of birth, education, months of expe-

rience, specialization/expert-domain, working location and

known communication language information are stored in

blockchain network using a smart contract as well. Both

technicians and technologists can be a technical staff member.

Thus, properties from both technicians and technologists are

inherited in technical staff smart-contract. Various functions

in this smart contract are: setStatus(), services(), job_rating(),

setSalary(), getSalary() as shown in Fig. 14.

Staff contract inherits properties from working staff,

administrative staff, and technical staff members. It collects

lists of all types of staff members and stores with himself

in staffList variable. Additionally, staff name, residential

address, phone number, date of joining, education, months

of experience and known communication languages are also

inherited and store here. Hospitals and its specialized depart-

ment do transactions with staff smart-contract rather than

executing an individual transaction with each of these the

smart-contract. Various functions in this smart contract are:

setData(), job_rating() and setSalary() as shown in Fig. 14.

Technologist contract is designed for those staff members

who have a medical background and helps the doctor in

operation theatre or patient in the ward or private room.

A technologist is having a medical background and its infor-

mation like name, residential address, phone number, date

of joining, education, months of experience, specialization,

working location and known communication language is

stored in smart contract variables to have a better experience

and timely respond to events. This smart contract is necessary

to have proper lab report records as well. Lab records if not

prepared properly then it can harm the patient a lot. Thus, it is

necessary to have a responsibility fixed with transparent and

immutable records. In conclusion, this smart-contract would

be very beneficial to such scenarios. Various functions in this

smart contract are: setStatus(), treatment(), verifyReport(),

setSalary(), getSalary() and job_rating() as shown in Fig. 14.

Administrative staff contract is to monitor all transactions

performed with front desk staff members like a receptionist.

The administrative staff takes the insurance claim requests

as well. Information like admin staff list, name, residential

address, phone number, date of joining, education, months

of experience, known communication languages and role are

stored in the blockchain network. Some of this information is

helpful in tracking the transactions before with them for fair

and furious hospital services. Various functions in this smart

contract are: setStatus(), services(), job_rating(), setSalary()

and getSalary() as shown in Fig. 14.

A receptionist is the first non-technical person with whom

a patient or associates interact to have the required informa-

tion. As healthcare service is 24×7 service inmedium to large

scale hospitals, a list of receptionists is necessary along with

the name, residential address, phone number, date of joining,

education, months of experience and known communication

languages. The receptionist is part of the front desk team.

Thus, most of the properties of receptionists are inherited in

front desk staff to keep track the number of daily queries raise

to have any type of treatment. Various functions in this smart

contract are: setStatus(), services(), job_rating(), setSalary()

and getSalary() as shown in Fig. 14.

Nurse contract is for supporting and working for staff in

the hospital. Patients and doctors regularly have transactions

(medical teamwork) with the nurse. Thus, important infor-

mation like name, date of joining, phone number, residential

address, education, experience, and known communication

languages are important information stored in blockchain

networks. Various functions in this smart contract are: set-

Status(), services(), job_rating(), setSalary(), monitorPatien-

tonMedication() and getSalary() as shown in Fig. 14.

Department inherits properties from staff as most of the

transactions (medical jobs) are executed in a team of staff

members. Thus, the department constitutes teams and they

execute transactions. In this smart contract important infor-

mation like department name, the number of staff mem-

bers, department phone number and alist of staff members

is stored. Various functions in this smart contract are: setSta-

tus() and teams() as shown in Fig. 14. These smart contracts

are executed over remix Ethereum with free user accounts

that have 100 default Ethers for executing and exchange

among contracts. To secure the smart contracts and associated

functionalities, Vulnerable(), UntrustedAction(), TrustedAc-

tion(), and DoSWithGas() are designed. Vulnerable() smart

contract cross-check with externals calls, identify malicious

codes, and re-direct the action flow if required. Here, exter-

nal calls may interrupt and redirect the action flow as well.

Thus, Vulnerable() smart contracts take care of such actions.

TrustedAction() and UntrustedAction() smart contracts are

executed to avoid the unexpected risks and errors. Here,

external contracts may execute unwanted actions in a smart

contract. To avoid such actions, each activity is monitored

using trusted and untrusted actions. The contract verifies

whether any change in state or external call violates the smart

contract interaction pattern or not. If it does so then the action

is noticed and it is put in the category of a known attack.

DoSWithGas() smart contact handle the cases when a node

refuses to take action after action verification then a fixed

gas amount is reducted. Formally, If an activity (S, o, a) is
executed with smart contract S with action a and interaction

o then external call assertion A(S) with o → SxS → S and

a ∈ S. Now interaction o is validated if it satisfies A(S):
F1 ∗ F2 with equation (1).

{Sf1oSf2 |Sf1oSf2 is defined and Sf1 ∈ F1 and Sf2 ∈ F2} (1)

Here, F1 and F2 are functions in S. An action from F1 to F2
is formally defined as F1 → F2 with verification defined in

equation (2).

{S|∀Sf1 · SoSf1 defined and Sf1 ∈ F1 and SoSf2 ∈ F2} (2)
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Smart contract interaction in memory is a finite function

of pre-defined length and data type with a disjoint func-

tion domain. After the interaction, it becomes a single set

{f } that maps two smart contracts defined elsewhere. The

interaction of two smart contracts is considered to be secure

if the variables and quantifiers considered in functions extend

the pointwise semantics defined in equation (1) and (2).

The maximum communication and computational costs in

terms of gate equivalents of applying a security check are

computed as 610 GEs and 720 GEs. Overall, the security of

the smart contract is achievable within 1000GEs if parallel

and distributed actions are allowed to be executed.

Algorithm 3 Staff Activity Cycle

Premises: Same as algorithm 1 and algorithm 2’s premises.

Additionally, S lworking_staff is l
th working staff set consisting

of residential doctors, technologists, and nurses,

S ladministrative_staff is l
th administrative staff set consisting of

front desk staff and receptionists, and S ltechnical_staff is l
th

technical staff set consisting of technicians (contractual or

permanent employees) and technologists (including scrub).

Goal: To coordinate with department activities, and support

surgeons and doctors in treatment.

1. Function Working_staff_activity_cycle()

a. While Patient treatment is over do:

b. If Ui ∈ S lworking_staff do:

c. If Uaddress
i is valid

then:

d. If UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i are satisfactory

then:

e. If the number of Ui required in T
j
Di

is

less than a threshold then

f. Assign Ui to in T
j
Di

g. Treat patient

h. Verify patient reports preparedness

i. Else

j. Treat patient

k. Verify patient reports preparedness

l. Else

m. Instruct Ui to go for self or specialized

treatment

n. Update EMR, HER and PHR records

o. Else

p. Register Uaddress
i

q. Update UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i records

r. Else

s. Fetch Ui records
t. Register Ui in S

l
working_staff

u. End While

2. Function Administrative_staff_activity_cycle()

a. While Patient treatment is over do:

b. If Ui ∈ S ladministrative_staff do:
c. If Ui is receptionist then:
d. Register Patient

e. Inititate doctor-patient trial

f. Else If Ui is a ward or recovery room person

and avilable then:

g. If UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i are satisfactory

then:

h. Assign Ui to patient
i. Move patient to ward or recovery room

j. Else

k. Instruct Ui to go for specialized

treatment

l. Update EMR, HER and PHR records

m. Else

n. Register Uaddress
i in receptionist or front

desk staff

o. Update UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i records

p. Else

q. Fetch Ui records
r. Register Ui in S

l
working_staff

s. End While

3. Technical_staff_activity_cycle()

a. While Patient treatment is over do:

b. If Ui ∈ S ltechnical_staff do:
c. If Ui is technician then:
d. If Uaddress

i is valid then:

e. If UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i are

satisfactory then:

f. Assign technician to fix all

infrastructure issues

g. Else

h. Instruct Ui to go for self or

specialized treatment

i. UpdateEMR,HER and PHR records

j. Else

k. Register Uaddress
i in receptionist or

front desk staff

l. Update UEMR
i , UEHR

i and

UPHR
i records

m. Else if Ui is technologist then:
n. If Ui is scrub then:
o. If the number of Ui required in T

j
Di

is less than a threshold then

p. Assign Ui to in T
j
Di

q. Treat patient

r. Verify patient reports preparedness

s. Else

t. Treat patient

u. Verify patient reports preparedness

v. Else

w. If the number of Ui specialization is

required in T
j
Di

and the number of Ui is
less than a threshold then

x. Assign Ui to in T
j
Di

y. Treat patient

z. Verify patient reports preparedness

aa. Else

bb. Treat patient
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cc. Verify patient reports preparedness

dd. Else

ee. Register Uaddress
i

ff. Update UEMR
i , UEHR

i and UPHR
i records

gg. Else

hh. Fetch Ui records
ii. Register Ui in S

l
working_staff

jj. End While

VI. PROPOSED SIMULATION-OPTIMIZATION APPROACH

In this section, the simulation-optimization approach applied

to the smart healthcare system is explained in detail.

As discussed earlier, a smart healthcare system has many

subsystems including drug traceability systems, clinical trial

records, and research analytical system, healthcare pay-

ment systems etc. In this work, a methodology for patient

experiences starting from admission to discharge with health-

care 4.0 trends has been proposed using simulation opti-

mization. The simulation-optimization is required for the

selected problem statement because it handles unusual or

abnormal conditions/challenges in a dynamic way. For exam-

ple, the availability of a specialized doctor in an emergency,

treatment success or failure rates to non-medical persons

like a patient, availability of patient’s medical records as

and when required at any place over the planet etc. Here,

simulation-optimization is beneficial to IoT and IIoT network

performance measurement and optimization as well. This

way the detailed network and smart healthcare system data

analytics would be much easier and helpful in improving

the overall system performance. The statistical simulation-

optimization approach applied to the smart healthcare system

and IHIoT network are explained as follows:

A. SMART HEALTHCARE SIMULATION-OPTIMIZATION

SYSTEM

In this section, a formal simulation optimization-based

objective function for the smart healthcare system is

designed.

In a smart healthcare system, all integrated systems are

considered to be functional with the criteria C having n-input

parameters (i1, i2, . . . , in) if the objective function C =

f (i1, i2, . . . , in) prioritize integrated system working in the

first order and all sub-systems performance in the second

order. Here, two evaluations (integrated system working and

sub-system performances) are considered to evaluate the per-

formance of the proposed simulation-optimization approach

and analyze the results. However, the proposed approach can

be integrated with other possible scenarios like blockchain

network integration with healthcare, IoT and IIoT integrated

evaluations etc. In an integrated systemworking, sub-systems

integrity can be evaluated with minimization and maximiza-

tion criteria functions as:

(minimize C = f (i1, i2, . . . , in)))

≤ I ≤ (maximize C = f (i1, i2, . . . , in))) (3)

Here, I is the acceptable sub-systems integrity score.

In Euclidean space, equation (3) can be re-written for inde-

pendent variables and associated dependent variables in

n-dimensions as follows:

f (in) ≤ I ≤ f (in) for in ∈ En (4)

Now, considering the multi-variate simulation-

optimization approach in consideration, various possible

scenarios are formulated as: (i) healthcare 4.0 trends

and blockchain integrated drug traceability, (ii) healthcare

4.0 trends and blockchain integrated clinical trial system,

and (iii) healthcare 4.0 trends and blockchain integrated

healthcare payment system.

1) HEALTHCARE 4.0 TRENDS AND BLOCKCHAIN

INTEGRATED DRUG TRACEABILITY SCENARIO

In the present scenario, a large number of counterfeit drugs

are available in the market that can lead to loss of lives

in slow poison. In healthcare 4.0 trends with blockchain,

drug supply chain integrity can be verified easily with

the help of a unique identification number, an independent

drug supply ledger for government-approved drugs, drug

research records and patents storage over blockchain, and

the smart contract between suppliers, distributor, and pur-

chaser. This scenario will help all stake-holder in the smart

healthcare system to have (ii) clear visibility over drug

contents and decision-making capability in critical cases,

(ii) reduce cost, (iii) loss of harmful counterfeit drugs, and

(iv) identification and legal actions over fake pharmaceutical

drugs and companies. Healthcare 4.0 trends and blockchain

integrated drug traceability in supply chain management

can be optimized using the following objective function

inputs:

1) f (i1) is an optimization function to record the drug

supply between any two hands. Let Sij represents the

drug supply from l th supplier to mth supplier. Now,

a minimum and maximum number of suppliers should

be defined in such a way that the total drug cost should

not exceed PTotal . In result, total drug cost from source

to the final consumer can be computed as

PTotal =

T1+T2∑

l=1

T1+T2∑

m=1

PlmSlm (5)

Here, T1 and T2 represents the total number of sources

and intermediate drug suppliers in the drug supply system.

Further, blockchain and industry 4.0 based constrained for-

malization over this objective function that can be formalized

as:

◦ Block creation and insertion at every supplier: In this

constraint, it is made mandatory at every supplier side to

create a block of the drug at its entry and out from his

storage. Information like drug identification (b1), purchas-
ing supplier (b2), selling supplier (b3), timestamp (b4),
the government-approved manufacturing company ((b5)
etc. should have their blocks and whenever there is any
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transaction, information is stored in the blockchain net-

work. Finally, the input set to the optimization function

becomes i1 = {b1, b2, b3, . . .}.
◦ Data verification before creating a block and adding the
block in a ledger: In the complete smart healthcare system,

there are bodies well defined (as a medical board, actu-

aries, government, court etc.) who look after the process

transparently. Thus, they will be able to verify the records

of every block having anomalies using V(bi) verification
function. All bloc’s verifications result to a positive value

in input verification i.e. V(i1) will be positive.
◦ Minimu and Maximum drug delivery that meets the phar-
macy requirements: In this constraint, the maximum drugs

allowed in lth delivery from all mt h supply point should be

equal to all pharmacy requirements Oi() i.e.

T3∑

l=1

Dlm = Oi Where, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,T4} (6)

Here,Dij is the drug delivery count from l th point tomth point.

T3 and T4 are the total drug delivery points and vehicles to

deliver drugs respectively.

2) f (i2) is an optimization function to record the clinical

trials. Like the drug supply system, drug clinical trails

are equally important. There are many falsified trials with

no or minimal medicine effects observed in trials but

medicines are available in the market without government

approval. It would be very difficult to ensure the tracking

of such drugs and validate their clinical trails because trial

companies are not traceable. Various objective function

that can be formalized in this case include (i) block cre-

ation and insertion for every stakeholder (lab staff, com-

pany, instrument provider, chemical salt provider etc.),

(ii) data verification before a pharmacy accept to sell any

medicine, (iii) minimum and maximum drug effects in

its trials and specifications, and (iv) similar salt medicine

minimum, average and maximum cost comparisons.

2) HEALTHCARE 4.0 TRENDS AND BLOCKCHAIN

INTEGRATED DOCTOR TREATMENT SYSTEM

Doctor treatment system is equally important in the smart

healthcare system. The proposed system should able to ensure

that the doctor follows the best practices and adhere to the

Hippocratic oath. Also, the objective function required to be

considered in this case includes: (i) minimum and maximum

successful or failure treatment allowed after certification,

(ii) minimization and maximization of reward for successful,

innovative and excellent treatments, (iii) minimum and maxi-

mization of processes instructions followed in treatment, and

(iv) minimum and maximum set of instructions need to be

given to the patient after treatment.

3) HEALTHCARE 4.0 TRENDS AND BLOCKCHAIN

INTEGRATED PAYMENT SYSTEM

Payment scenario is discussed earlier as well and it is

observed that blockchain technology in the healthcare

Algorithm 4 Healthcare Insurance Activity Cycle

Goal: To present the simplified cash and cashless insurance

activities.

1. If treatment is cashless then:

2. Patient initiate pre-authorization before

hospitalization

3. If claim registered by alliance then

4. Approval letter issued to hospital, patient or

both

5. Produce member identification and get

hospitalized

6. Get Treatment and discharge

7. Else

8. Go for cashless treatment

9. Break

10. End If

11. Else

12. Patient gets hospitalized

13. Patient and hospital apply for pre-authorization

form within the specified time of hospitalization

14. If claim registered by alliance then

15. Get Treatment

16. Collect bills and discharge

17. Else

18. An insurance claim is rejected

19. Exit

20. End If

21. Produce bills and medical documents to the

alliance

22. If alliance verify records then

23. Claim processed and amount transferred to

patient account

24. Else

25. An insurance claim is rejected

26. Exit

27. End If

28. End If

payment system is highly recommended to control various

costs involved at different levels. Thus, the objective func-

tions required in this use-case involve (i) minimum and

maximum cost standardization for every possible treatment,

(ii) minimization of costs involved in treatment through mul-

tiple payment methods (insurance, cash, sponsored etc.), and

(iii) arrangement of minimum or maximum non-government

sponsored organizations to support treatment for economi-

cally weaker section patients.

B. IoT AND IHIoT SIMULATION-OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM

Like smart healthcare simulation-optimization, simulation-

optimization of quality of service in backbone smart health-

care network networks (IoT, IIoT, and IHIoT) should be

required to provide timely, effective and efficient results.

To optimize the quality of service, various use-cases and
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objective functions considered for the proposed system

include:

1) Bandwidth utilization: network services should be uni-

formly available throughput the operation cycle to every

entity in the network. To ensure these various objective

functions include (a) minimum and maximum net-

work bandwidth utilization per entity, (b) identifica-

tion of critical or no-use bandwidth entities, (c) uneven

bandwidth utilization identification for attack scenarios

and (d) minimum and maximum bandwidth utilization

allowed in scenarios where there are slow-down in ser-

vices due to uncontrolled scenario.

2) Bandwidth-delay product(BDP): various objective func-
tion in this category include (a) network services should

include BDP per connection and per network for every

entity in the network, (b) BDP monitoring for attack

analysis, and (c) minimum and maximum BDP allowed

in scenarios where there are slow-down in services due

to uncontrolled scenario.

3) Inflow and outflow per entity: various objective function
in this category include (a) minimum and maximum

inflow and outflow rate per entity (device or network)

allowed to communicate in a network, (b) minimum

and maximum packet scanning access control required

to monitor inflow and outflow traffic per entity, and

(c) minimum and maximum indices identification, mea-

surement, and analysis for inflow and outflow traffic for

network monitoring and attack analysis.

Algorithm 5 shows the local-global simulation-optimization

approach applied to improve block performance in both

healthcare and IHIoT networks. In this approach objective

function computations and error-deviation are computed to

identify local and global optimum solutions.

Algorithm 5 Proposed Local-Global

Simulation-Optimization Approach

Premises: Let L0, Llocal_optimum, Lglobal_optimum and Ldesired
are the initial, local optimum, global optimum and desired

performance result parameters respectively. Finitial , Fdesired
and Ffinal are the initial, desired and final objective function

having n-blocks inputs in ∈ {b0, b1, b2, b3 . . . bn}. Here, t is
the total number of local regions.

Goal: To collect immutable and necessary network records

and identify the input (ik ) and objective function F values

such that the considered objective function with optimal

input gives the best local or global optimum solution.

1. While (solution not satisfactoryor trail not possible)
2. Execute Local_Optimization_Procedure()

3. Execute Gobal_Optimization_Procedure()

4. End While

5. While (variations is notminimized
6. Execute Convergence_Procedure()

7. End While

8. While (solution not satisfactoryor trail not possible)
9. Execute Gobal_Optimization_Procedure()

10. End While

Procedure 1: Local_Optimization_Procedure()

1. Initialize l = 0

2. Randomly select a block for optimization bl
3. Initialize local optimum result variation list to NULL

i.e. L tlocal_optimum = []

4. Compute initial objective function variation i.e.

Finitial = f (iininital), Here, iininital ∈ {b0, b1, b2, b3 . . .}

5. Select a local region (r) of block performance having

n-inputs i.e. ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}
6. For each local region t ∈ r :
7. Compute performance result variation as 1L t =

|Loldt − Lnewt |

8. Append 1L t to L
T
local_optimum

9. Compute Lt = Lt−1 + 1L t
10. While Llocal_optimum 6= Ldesired :
11. Randomly select an ’s neighbor whose

performance measure is close to desired value

12. While neighbor(r) ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , n:
13. If the performance of neighbor(r) is higher

than the upper threshold or lower-than lower

threshold then

14. Remove neighbor(r) from its current

position and insert at the end for

re-evaluation

15. Else

16. Llocal_optimum = Lt
17. End If

18. End While

19. l = l + 1

20. End While

21. End For

22. Compute Ft = fLt ()
23. Return (Llocal_optimum, Ft )

Procedure 2: Global_Optimization_Procedure()

1. Initialize l = 0

2. Randomly select a block for optimization bl
3. Initialize global optimum result variation list to

LTglobal_optimum = [L1local_optimum,L2local_optimum,

. . . ,L tlocal_optimum], Here, T ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , } is set of

local regions

4. Compute initial objective function variation i.e.

Finitial = f (iininital), Here, iininital ∈ {b0, b1, b2, b3 . . .}

5. For each local region t ∈ T
6. Verify Lt and compute 1Lt = Loldlocal_optimum

-Lnewlocal_optimum
7. End For

8. For each local region t ∈ T
9. If 1Lt is negligible then
10. Lglobal_optimum = Lt
11. End If

12. End For

13. Compute Ft = fLt ()
14. Return (Lglobal_optimum, Ft )

Procedure 3: Variable_Convergence_Procedure(

1. If Ft ≤ Fdesired and/or 1Lt ≤ 1Ldesired :
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TABLE 6. Simulation parameters for the smart healthcare system.

2. return (Lglobal_optimum,Ft )
3. Else

4. Execute Local_Optimization_Procedure()

5. Execute Global_Optimization_Procedure()

6. End If

VII. SIMULATIONS

This section presents the healthcare 4.0 trends based smart

healthcare system simulation using JaamSim [89] and

JSImgraph Simulators [90]. Two different simulators with

different simulation scenarios are considered for simulation

to analyze the overall system functionalities in detail. Jaam-

Sim is a free and open-source simulation having interac-

tive drag-and-drop, variable input statistical models, analysis

model and output dataset creation capabilities. Section VII

(A) explores the JaamSim simulator’s simulation to test over-

all system integrity and evaluate the blockchain network per-

formance statistics. Section VII (B) presents the JSImgraph

simulations to analyze the internal functionalities (especially

the performance of block miners, block transaction capabil-

ities, block storage capacities etc.) of the blockchain-based

smart healthcare system. Detailed simulations are explained

in the following sub-sections.

A. SIMULATION USING JaamSim SIMULATOR

JaamSim is an open-source simulation and gives the flexi-

bilities to simulate smart healthcare system functions with

its graphical objects, probability distribution models, gener-

alized objects flow, resource objects, process flows, calcu-

lation statical objects, statistical fluid objects and submodel

object creation provisions. Table 6 shows the simulation

parameters used to design, execute and analyze the smart

healthcare system parameters and results. In this simula-

tion, FirstBlockArrivalTime and InterBlockArrivalTime are

set to simulate the block and blockchain network’s function-

alities as these are mandatory input parameters. A virtual

simulation of Ethereum cryptocurrency is considered. The

average actual transactions to a simulated transaction error

rate is considered to be 0.41% after analysis. Instead

of assigning memory to block and its associated trans-

action, block addresses are mapped to BlockAttribute-

AssignmentList. Random variations of doctors, surgeons,

itechnologists, and nurse staff associated with the patient

are considered for experimentation and simulation. All those

performance parameters are considered for evaluation and

analysis that are importantly considered in the ethereum

network. For example, block size variation, block utaliza-

tion, smart contract execution time, and transaction executed

per block helps in evaluating the network functionalities.

Similarly, simulation of gas limit, average hash rate, patient

handling, block time variation for different stakeholders helps

in understanding the amount and authenticity of work done.

Fig. 15 shows the execution of the JaamSim model created

in Fig. 3. This model is to test the functionalities of the

local interconnected smart healthcare systemwith blockchain

record-keeping capabilities. The execution includes patient

admission in the hospital to discharging with medication pre-

scriptions and follow-ups suggestions. Initially, exponential

patient intake is considered in a hospital having industry

4.0 capabilities. parallel, a blockchain record management

process keeps track of all patient data from its network and

update it (if any) over regular intervals. Updated information

includes patients-doctor associations and treatment details

(including patient address, treatment type, medicines pre-

scribed, patient medical history, doctor-patient history etc.).

Likewise, all models designed (Fig. 2, Fig. 6 to Fig. 11) are

executable. Fig. 16 to Fig. 23 shows the blockchain network

performance evaluations and analysis for the proposed and

simulated smart healthcare system. The detailed analysis of

each of these performance evaluation parameters is as fol-

lows:

Fig. 16 shows the Ethereummaximum block size (in terms

of Gas value) variations over simulation time for the proposed

and simulated smart healthcare system. Instead of measuring
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FIGURE 15. Blockchain-based healthcare system in execution.

FIGURE 16. Ethereum maximum block size analysis for simulated
medical records.

the Ethereum block size in fixed limits (Kb, MB etc.), it is

measured as to how many units of gas can be spent per block

for healthcare or patient data. As compared to an average

block gas limit of around 10,000,000 gas for any type of data,

the maximum block size for the proposed system is found

to be varying within a range of 1400000 to 1500000 gas

limit. There are two types of gas limits considered in general

size evaluations: block size gas limit and transaction size gas

limit. Large block size is interpreted as the amount of space

required to create and store the Ethereum blockchain would

be large. It affects the node over an Ethereum blockchain

network in terms of cost and performance. As compared

to 10,000,000 gas transactions observed for blind Ethereum

block size variations in current times, the proposed system

has a much lesser block size [91]. This indicates the perfor-

mance of the proposed blockchain network as well. Medium-

Scale block size will be able to incorporate mandatory data

and it will not affect the performance of the network as

well. Further, the cost of operating required operations in the

blockchain network would also be lesser. Fig. 17 shows the

Ethereum block utilization variations over simulation time

FIGURE 17. Ethereum block utilization variations over the simulation
time.

for the proposed blockchain-based smart healthcare system.

As discussed in Fig. 16 that network performance increases

with keeping the block size within limits. This can be proved

in Fig. 17. It has been observed from various Ethereum

network statistics that increasing gas limit decreases the block

utilization. On the other hand, Fig. 17 results show that block

utilization lies between 70% to nearly 100%. This shows that

the proposed network is ideal for the smart healthcare system.

Now, the utilization of blocks are on the higher side, as a

result, the scalability is a major issue. Thus, other indirect

parameters should be taken into consideration for increasing

the network size like transaction gas limits, smart contract

execution time, uncle and normal block creation and decision

processes, controlling transaction rates etc. Fig. 18 shows

smart contracts execution time in the simulation. In this work,

16 smart contracts have been designed for executing the

functionalities of the smart healthcare system. Fig. 18 shows

the execution of all smart contracts integrated through inher-

itance (as shown in fig. 13). The smart contract execution

time varies with variation in block size (measured in terms

of Gas value). It increases linearly with block size increase.

Ethereum remix is used to execute and validate the operations
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FIGURE 18. Simulated smart contracts execution time with variation in block size.

FIGURE 19. Cumulative variations in uncle block creation with simulation time.

of smart contracts. Results show that the designed smart-

contracts does not require a large gas limit or gas wastage.

Gas wastage is an indication that there are flaws in smart

contract design. However, a linear increase in smart con-

tract execution time indicates that the chances of flaws

are much lesser. Fig. 19 shows uncle block analysis with

variations in simulation time. Uncle blocks are associated

with the Ethereum blockchain network, valid block in the

networks mined in a regular block mining manner, and

compete for blockchain insertion through a consensus algo-

rithm. Uncle blocks are not rejected to be part of the main-

stream blockchain network because of blockchain working

patterns. However, blockchain is considered to be the part

of a growing blockchain network and stores various trans-

actions occurring in the blockchain network. In customized

cases, uncle blocks handle network security issues as

well. Algorithm 6 explains the uncle block calculations in

detail.

Fig. 19 shows the cumulative variations in uncle block

creation with simulation time. As the number of newly cre-

ated uncle blocks are increasing in number, this shows the

importance of healthcare blockchain network. Many nodes

are completing in the network to insert their block in the

blockchain network but did not get a chance because of

the challenge issued in a consensus algorithm. Fig. 20 shows

the number of transactions executed per block over sim-

ulation time. Results show that the maximum number of

transactions per block is around 380. Nowadays, the Etherum

network supports thousands of transactions per second like

financial institutions [91]. However, the average number of

transactions per second in the Ethereum network is around

400. Results in Fig. 20 show that the proposed smart health-

care network requires a maximum of 380 (approx.) transac-

tions. This indicates that indirect parameters like gas limits,

execution time and network performance can be kept in

a feasible range with observed transactions. As compared

to other blockchain networks like Bitcoin, Ethereum has a

lesser number of transaction and this reduces the chances of

scaling [91]. In order to improve the number of transactions

per second, sharding is one of the initial steps followed.

Sharding can increase the number of the transaction by a

few hundred only. In result, other scaling solutions need to
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FIGURE 20. The number of transactions executed per block over simulation time.

Algorithm 6 Uncle Block Computations

Goal: To compute the uncle blocks competing for addition in

the blockchain

Premises: Let Bi is the i
th block competing for addition in

blockchain (Cn). Bi can be classified as BCni or BUni . BCni is

block successfully added to Cn and BUni is the uncle block

that is authentic but fails to be added in Cn. Further, Nj is the
jth node that want to add Bi in Cn.

1. For each Bi:
2. If Bi’s Nj does not verify PoG within the specified

time then:

3. Start broadcasting and ask for Bi details
4. Exit

5. If Bi’s Nj does not verify transactions in Bi
within the specified time then:

6. Stop broadcasting and ask for Bi details from
its Nj

7. Exit

8. Else

9. Nj broadcast Bi to all nodes except Nj
10. If all nodes except Nj verify Bi then:

11. Consider Bi as B
Cn
i

12. Else

13. Consider Bi as B
Un
i

14. End If

15. End If

16. Count number of BUni
17. End For

be identified for improving the number of transactions in

Ethereum based blockchain network. Fig. 21 shows the trans-

action gas limit for the proposed smart healthcare system.

A higher gas limit means a large amount of work is required

to execute a smart contract and a transaction. The proposed

network requires a maximum gas limit of 9500000. This gas

number is comparatively lesser than the gas limit set for other

transactions [91]. Although the variations in gas limits are

uneven but the maximum gas limit is increasing day by day

because a large number of users are interested to take part in

blockchain activities including the use of blockchain-based

applications like games, web browsers, transaction applica-

tions, businesses etc. A large number of people would be

interested to join the smart healthcare system if developed,

integrated and executed properly because it comes under

critical infrastructure as well.

Thus, a high quality and quantity solutions are required

to handle a large number of transactions in the system.

Fig. 22 shows the average hash rate analysis in the proposed

smart healthcare system. It is defined as the distributed but

integrated computing power required by miners to validate

transactions on the Ethereum block. Miner mines a block in

such a way that the hash of block should be smaller than

the target. Miner charged for mining transactions based on

hash rate and they expect that a large amount of processing

power should be available in their historical records such that

they can fetch more transactions for mining and increase their

profits. Miner compares their businesses through their profits

and investment in arranging processing power capabilities as

well. Algorithm 7 explains the hash rate computation process

in detail. Fig. 22 shows that the hash rate varies between

100000 to 200000 GH/s. Miner’s rewards, difficulty levels

and hash rate are interdependent in the mining business.

As the profits in a blockchain network are dependent on trans-

actions and it is increasing day-by-day, more andmoreminers

are taking initiatives to take part in upcoming challenges to

block miner business with unique challenges. Fig. 23 ishows

the simulated number of patients and operations handled by a

doctor daily. Results show that in a day a doctor works in two

shifts (morning and evening). In the morning shift, the doctor

diagnoses patients and put on medication. Whereas, evening

shift is to operate the patient. In results, a minimum and

a maximum number of patients handled by a doctor varies

from 10 to 15 and the number of operations conducted by a

doctor varies from 1 to 5. Every single doctor gives on an

average of 10-12 minutes in diagnosis and an hour (approx.)

for operations. These experimentation results are concluded
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FIGURE 21. Gas limit variations during the simulation for the proposed network.

FIGURE 22. Average Hash Rate Analysis in the proposed smart healthcare system.

FIGURE 23. Simulated number of patients and operations handling analysis.

from the diabetic patient-based clinical trial case study taken

in this work. Fig. 24 shows a comparative analysis of simula-

tion experimentation with Ikeda [92] findings. Comparative

results show that the proposed approach will increase the han-

dling of patients because it makes the availability of historical

medical data easier compared to the traditional system.

B. SIMULATION USING JSImgraph SIMULATOR WITH

QUEUING THEORY

Fig. 25 shows the design of the JSImgraph queuing model for

the proposed blockchain approach. In this model, individual

blockchains (insurance, doctor, patient, hospital, staff, and

supplier) are considered for block creation and transaction

execution. All of these individual blockchains are integrated

into one in the smart healthcare blockchain network. Each of

the individual transaction is associated with a memory pool

for competing and consensus building before adding it to

the individual blockchain network. Thereafter, a transaction

delay is added to compete and build consensus in the main

healthcare blockchain network. Here, blockchain integrator

collects all individual blockchain network’s node requests

and add it to memory pool and blockjoiner decide the com-

peting mechanism and consensus-building approach to add

a block in the main blockchain network. Fig. 26 shows the
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FIGURE 24. Comparative analysis of Patients Handled.

FIGURE 25. JSImgraph simulator model for the proposed smart healthcare system.

FIGURE 26. Single blockchain representation with Markov Chain M/M/1.

execution of a single blockchain representation usingMarkov

Chain M/M/1. Table 7 shows the simulator parameters used

in this model for analyzing the results. In this analysis, input

to the system is considered by collecting the real data and

program the model to generate similar data. The real data

is collected from etherchain.org [91], [93]. Fig. 27 shows

the comparative analysis of actual transactions vs simulated

transactions generated for analyzing the results. Fig. 27 does

not show a clear difference in input data because the error

rate difference between actual vs simulated transactions is

0.54 %. Fig. 28 shows the comparative block time variations

for six individual blockchain networks. Results show that

maximum block time variation is observed in the supplier

blockchain network and hospital blocks time variation is at

second maximum position. These variations are having large

block time because the number of transactions executed in

these blockchains are comparatively larger and generate a

large amount of data as well. In a supplier blockchain net-

work, a large number of block time values lie below average

and this indicates that supplier network is fast and efficient.

However, it takes a large block time in certain cases where

there may be delays in supplying the special equipment,

medicines or unavailability issues to close the transaction.

In hospital blockchain, maximum values lie above but close
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Algorithm 7 Hash Rate Computation

Goal: To compute the hash rate over different data units and

find the average value for given simulation time.

Premises: Let Di is the ith data unit whose hash needs to

be computed, Hj(Di) represents the jth hash operation over

ith data unit, T
Hj(Di)
S and T

Hj(Di)
E is the start and end times

respectively when Hj(Di) operation is executed, T
Hj(Di)
t is

the total time when all Hj(Di) operations over different Di
is observed. Finally, R

T
Hj(Di)

t

is the average value of hash rate

computed over T
Hj(Di)
t .

1. For each Di:

2. Store T
Hj(Di)
S

3. If T
Hj(Di)
S ≥ T

Hj(Di)
t or T

Hj(Di)
E ≥ T

Hj(Di)
t then:

4. Break

5. Else

6. Compute Hj(Di)

7. Store T
Hj(Di)
E

8. Compute T
Hj(Di)
E − T

Hj(Di)
S

9. Compute R
(T

Hj(Di)
E −T

Hj(Di)
S )

as the ratio of

number of bits in Di divided by

(T
Hj(Di)
E − T

Hj(Di)
S )

10. End If

11. Compute R
T
Hj(Di)

t

= R
(T

Hj(Di)
E −T

Hj(Di)
S )

divided by

number of Di whose hash values are generated.
12. End For

to the average value. This shows that hospital activities and

their transactions are honest, accurate and efficient. A similar

trend is observed in insurance cases as well. Although a

large number of values are slightly higher in the insurance

case as compared to the hospital because it takes time to

verify the patient’s historical records (if missing). In other

blockchain cases (doctor, patient, and staff), block time is

much lesser and its variation is close to their average val-

ues. Overall, simulation block time results show that the

system is efficient in creating block at respective nodes in

the blockchain network. Fig. 29 shows the block propaga-

tion time variation over simulation time. In this analysis,

the complete network’s block propagations are considered

for evaluation. In the proposed network model, the average

block propagation time is 798.82 msec. However, a variation

in propagation time lies between 2 msec. to 3.5 sec. The

large propagation time is observed in a few cases only. These

cases may include heavy transactions, large data, difficulty

in solving challenge etc. Smaller propagation time means

blocks are transmitted quickly from nodes to the communi-

cation channel and received at another end (node). This is an

indicator of efficient network services as well. As compared

to actual data [91], average block propagation time variation

in simulated data is having an error rate of 0.013% that is

much lesser. Thus designed, simulated, and analyzed model

is close to realities. Fig. 29 shows the comparative analysis

TABLE 7. Simulated parameters used in the model for analyzing the
results.

FIGURE 27. Comparative analysis of actual transactions vs simulated
transactions generation (with max. diff. of 0.54%).

FIGURE 28. Comparative block time variations in the proposed system.

of block propagation time with the S2HS [30] approach

as well. Results show that the proposed approach is effec-

tive compared to S2HS because of lightweight cryptography

primitives and protocols. Further, the PoG approach makes is

lighter and secure. S2Hs approach is lighter in the framework

but does not specify the use of lightweight cryptography

primitives. Further, centralized data analytics for sharing data

with end-users increases the overheads as well.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

This section explains the implementation of the smart-

contract and proposed healthcare system in the Ethereum

network and their evaluations.

A. SMART-CONTRACT EVALUATIONS

This section shows the statistics of the 16-smart contract

designed, developed and tested for the proposed smart health-

care system. Metric taken for analysis and their evaluations

are explained as follows [94]:
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FIGURE 29. Average block propagation time variations where complete networks block propagations are considered for evaluation.

TABLE 8. Designed smart-contract descriptive statistical metric values.

Source line of code (SLoC) is defined as the number of

lines of code written for smart contracts. A count is main-

tained starting from the first line to the last line in the contract.

Table 8 shows that the minimum SLoC value is 16 and the

maximum is 103. Commented line of code (CLoC) can be

defined as the number of lines of code written in a smart

contract that does not execute. These lines are for explanation

purposes only. Comments start with ‘‘//’’,‘‘/∗’’, ‘‘∗’’, or it

ends with ‘‘∗/’’. Table 8 shows that the minimum CLoC

value is 1 and the maximum is 5. Number of functions

(Nfunc) is calculated as the number of lines that uses the

‘‘function’’ keyword. Table 8 shows that the maximum value

of Nfunc is 3 and the maximum is 8. Average mccabe’s

cyclomatic complexity (AMCC) is defined as the average

value of the ‘‘number of branching statements +1’’ presents

in the function [95]. Branching statements include ‘‘if’’,’’if-

else’’,’’for’’,’’while’’,’’do-while’’. Table 8 shows that themin-

imum AMCC value is 1 and the maximum is 41. Average

nesting level (ANL) is the average value of the nesting level

of a control structure within the functions of a contract.

The nesting level of an individual function can be calculated

by traversing all its source lines of code in the function’s

sub-tree having function definition in its root and count the

number of branching statements during this traversal from

the selected SLoC to function definition including traversal of

parent nodes. There could be multiple branching statements

TABLE 9. Implementation parameters.

in a function which results in multiple nesting level value.

A maximum nesting value is the maximum values of nesting

level andminimum could be zero (i.e. no embedding). Table 8

shows that the minimum ANL value is 0 and the maximum is

15.4. Verticle inheritance level value (VILV) is termed as the

maximum level of inheritance in the verticle direction. Amin-

imum VILV could be zero (i.e. no inheritance) and maximum

VILV is the maximum value of inheritance level. Table 8

shows that the minimum VILV value is 0 and the maximum

is 4. Horizontal inheritance level value (HILV) is defined

as the maximum hybrid inheritance value between any two

functions. Minimum HILV could be zero (i.e no inheritance)

and maximum HILV is the maximum value of any func-

tion that inherits attributes hybrid from multiple functions.

Table 8 shows that the minimum HILV value is 0 and the

maximum is 3. Contract coupling value (CCV) is realized as

how many other contracts are used by a particular contract.

Minimum CCV value could be zero (i.e. no inheritance or

object creation) and the maximum value is the maximum

number for a contract that uses other contracts. Table 8 shows

that theminimumCCVvalue is 0 and themaximum is 5. State

variables value (SVV) signifies the number of state variables

declared in a contract. A minimum value could be zero when

no state variable is declared and the maximum value could

be the measured number of variables for a contract. Table 8
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TABLE 10. Comparative analysis of JSImgraph simulation and implementation.

FIGURE 30. Analysis of object-oriented programming concepts in
designed smart-contracts.

shows that the minimum SVV value is 2 and the maxi-

mum is 17. Function coupling value (FCV) represents the

maximum number of functions from other contracts called

by a single function. For a contract, it is the maximum

value among all of its functions. The minimum value is 0

(i.e. mo other contract’s function called) and the maximum

is the measured value. Table 8 shows that the minimum FCV

value is 0 and the maximum is 6.

Fig. 30 shows the comparative analysis of object-oriented

programming concepts used in designing smart-contract

in solidity. Various concepts used for analysis include

single-inheritance, multiple-inheritance, hybrid-inheritance,

encapsulation, data hiding, memory mapping, and func-

tion overloading. Among inheritance, a large percentage of

smart contracts use hybrid-inheritance. Whereas, multiple-

inheritance is preferred over single-inheritance. In compar-

ison to other object-oriented concepts, the hybrid inheritance

object-oriented concept is used maximum and the memory

mapping concept is minimum. If the percentage of con-

tracts considered is less than 50 then encapsulation is used

maximum times after hybrid-inheritance. Whereas, function-

overloading is used after hybrid-inheritance if all smart con-

tracts are considered altogether for analysis. Data Hiding is

comparatively used higher than single-inheritance, multiple-

inheritance or memory mapping for all four scenarios (less

than 10, less than 25, less than 50 and less than 100).

FIGURE 31. 16-Smart contract execution time analysis.

Fig. 31 shows a sixteen smart contract execution time anal-

ysis. There are sixteen smart contracts designed in the pro-

posed work. Fig. 31 shows that execution time increases with

an increase in the source line of codes. This growth is found

to be linear and minimum execution time is 7.5 seconds for

a contract having 15 SLoC and maximum execution time is

27.1 seconds for a contract having 103 SLoC.

B. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF THE

PROPOSED SMART HEALTHCARE SYSTEM USING

ETHEREUM

In implementation, Ethereum virtual machine [96],

Metamask (as wallet) [97], Remix (as IDE) [98], Geth

(command-line interface) [99], Ganache (account cre-

ation) [100] and Athena (web interface) [101] are used to

develop a blockchain and analyze the performance. Here,

lightweightweight cryptography primitives and protocols are

used along with PoG for ensuring the security [87], [88].

Fig. 32 shows the implementation screenshot in which

block migration, in blockchain with smart contract exev-

cution in ethereum network is shown. Table 9 shows the

implementation parameters considered for this small-scale

experimentation. Table 10 shows comparative results analysis

of simulation and implementation outcomes. Here, indi-

vidual (insurance, doctor, patient, hospital, staff, supplier)

blockchain’ average block time and propagation time are

compared. Results show that the hospital’s average block time

and patient’s block propagation time are having 0% errors.

In other cases, the error percentage varies from −0.55 to
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FIGURE 32. Block migration, blockchain construction and smart contract
execution.

4.24 in average block time and −0.033 to 0.253 in block

propagation time. Associations among blocks or blockchains

and their transactions, change is system configurations or

simulator result prediction mechanisms could be the reason

in error percentage variations.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The advantages of integrating blockchain technology and

Industry 4.0 trends are increasingly explored nowadays.

The majority of smart healthcare systems either concen-

trate on data security issues or large data management

without understanding the ground truth to make it feasible

for end-users. The integration of blockchain technology,

Industry 4.0 and healthcare system (named Healthcare 4.0)

provides various capabilities including automation,

immutability, transparency, security, data tamper protec-

tion, distributed and well-managed approach, fault toler-

ance, quality-of-service, data redundancy, etc. to applications

like healthcare. The proposed approach takes advantage of

Healthcare 4.0 in protection from the failure of central author-

ities and applies a decentralized approach, system and data

security, performance improvement, easy data maintenance

etc. and proposes smart healthcare functionalities in detail.

A simulation-optimization approach is proposed to improve

the performance of the overall system and sub-systems. The

proposed approach is tested, verified and validated through

simulation and implementation. Different parameters are

taken in simulation and implementation to evaluate the per-

formance of the system and its dependent and independent

variables. Implementation and simulation results show an

error variation of -0.55 (minimum) to 4.24 (maximum) due to

a change in environment and simulator constraints. This com-

parative analysis validates the proposed approach. In future

directions analysis, it can be concluded that a large number

of mediums to large businesses in healthcare domains are

moving toward Healthcare 4.0 trends-based approach and it is

soon reflected to be the revolutionary approach by replacing

the present traditional or digital healthcare systems. In future,

the proposed work will be extended to be implemented

over different blockchain network with different tools and

techniques. Further, a comparative analysis of present and

future approaches will be drawn.
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